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Underground Leviathan: Corporate Sovereignty and Mining in the Americas
Israel G. Solares
Underground Leviathan explores the emergence, dynamics, and effects of the United States Company, and how its mining operations shaped the business, environmental, political, and scientific landscape of North America in the first half of the twentieth century.

Homefront
Stories
Victoria Kelly
“The Victoria Kelly has penned gorgeous short stories in Homefront that encompass the deep nuances within families affiliated with the military. . . . Each thought-provoking story is a page-turner and a new experience.” — Ty Marceco, USA Today bestselling author of in o Book Club For Away

No Charity in the Wilderness
Poems
Shaun T. Griffin
“... [W]ith lyric intensity and rich imagery, this poet who has taken ‘a vow to undo silence’ creates a voice for those made voiceless. His deep compassion gives us a great gift: Griffin offers us an invitation to realize anew ‘how little we are without others.’”
—Paulann Petersen, Oregon Poet Laureate Emerita
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